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Abstract: The Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE)

recognized reverse engineering as an essential competence and thus has been

active in the field since 1996, which is right from its beginning. The role of reverse

engineering, however, within the institute changed over time. Since Fraunhofer

IESE is an applied research institute its competencies are tailored to the market to

be and stay attractive to industry. This paper analyzes the evolution of the

competence reverse engineering in retrospective and derives a picture of the role

and importance of reverse engineering to practice in the last ten years where

reverse engineering moved from a set of techniques applied in pure reengineering

project to an enabling technology for other software engineering disciplines.

Furthermore, we present our vision for the future role of reverse engineering at

Fraunhofer IESE, as a supportive technology for the development of software,

which gives constant and continuous feedback already at construction time.

1 Introduction

The Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) provides

services to industry for improving their software and system engineering practices. The

concrete services are based on state-of-the-art technology and methods, as well as aim

for sustainable and measurable effects in industrial practice. Reverse engineering (REE)

– i.e., identifying components and dependencies within software systems and

representing them at higher levels of abstraction [CC90] – has been an essential

competence for important services applied in many projects since IESE has been

founded in 1996. REE is always required when crucial information on existing software

systems must be recovered from diverse artifacts including source code, models, or

documentation. REE has been constantly applied in many projects covering all kinds of

domains, which is documented by numerous publications at major conferences and

workshops, such as the International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM), the

Working Conference on Reverse Engineering (WCRE), the European Conference on

Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR), or the Workshop on Software-
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Reengineering (WSR). Its nature, however, has changed over time while going through

four distinct stages:

1. Classical reverse engineering, the examination and transformation of (parts of)

existing system into a new form mainly motivated by maintenance scenarios.

Prominent examples are the Y2K problem or the Euro introduction.

2. Request-driven reverse engineering, analyses of selected parts of existing systems

triggered by concrete requests initiated in the context of development or evolution

scenarios where limited aspects of field-tested systems are extracted, evaluated, or

migrated. We distinguish basic analyses (low effort, quick results) and more

advanced, specialized analyses (high effort, longer analysis time), which are all

performed on demand only. IESE applied this form of REE mostly in projects

realizing the next product generation.

3. Integrated reverse engineering, performing REE as an integral part of the

architecting creation and evolution process. It is not longer initiated explicitly but is

performed as an inherent and natural part of architectural activities developing and

maintaining high-quality (product line) architectures for various purposes.

4. Constructive reverse engineering, exploiting REE continuously over the lifetime

of software starting with the first day of development. Thereby modifications are

instantly analyzed and immediate feedback to developers is given. Continuous and

prompt feedback aims at ensuring consistency and compliance to thus prevent

software systems to degenerate.

This paper presents the four stages in detail, as well as rationales for the transition from

one stage to another. Figure 1 puts the four stages along a timeline that starts with the

IESE’s foundation in 1996.
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Figure 1: Reverse Engineering at Fraunhofer IESE

Sections 2 and 3 look back on the first two stages of the past, the transition from

classical reverse engineering to its request-driven application. While today REE is more

and more applied at earlier points in time during software development, Sections 4 and 5

thus present the two recent stages. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Classical Reverse Engineering and Reengineering

In the first stage – classical reverse engineering –reverse engineering had research-

centric orientation at Fraunhofer IESE. New reverse engineering technologies were

developed to support industrial projects covering mainly pure reengineering projects.

Our reverse engineering work back then addressed the integration and use of aspects of

the application domain to improve reverse engineering results (e.g., see [De96], [De97]),

component identification, abstract data type detection, and clustering (e.g., [GK97],

[GKS97]) and fact extraction (e.g., [KC03, KP03]). Furthermore, in joint research,

contributions (e.g., [Cz00]) were made to early versions of the Bauhaus tool [RVP06].

Product line engineering – emerging 1990s – became one of Fraunhofer IESE main

research fields. This had impact on our reverse engineering work, which is, for instance,

captured in [Ba99b] and [De98]. One of the key publications in this early stage

introduces the approach RE-PLACE (Reengineering Enabled Product Line Architecture

Creation and Evolution, which first reengineered parts of a legacy system implemented

(from Fortran to C++) and then introduced product line engineering concepts [Ba99b].

Figure 2 depicts the RE-PLACE approach. The main focus, however, was on the

reengineering part and often transformation scripts, parser and analyses were developed.
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Figure 2: Classical Reverse Engineering and Reengineering (RE-PLACE)

However, though successful in industrial projects and dissemination, the research-centric

development of reverse engineering technologies did not match the strategy of

Fraunhofer IESE to be a mediator between research and practice. Moreover, the

development of new reverse engineering technologies like clustering or parsers was a

risk in time-critical projects. Instead of solving the industrial partners’ problems, we

were busy with the development of our own analyzers, which not always lead to the

expected results in terms of quality, time and effort. Therefore, we re-focused our

reverse engineering activities and entered the stage of request-driven reverse

engineering.
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3 Request-driven Reverse Engineering

Request-driven reverse engineering was the first step from research to applied research

in reverse engineering at Fraunhofer IESE. We started to focus rather on the selection,

adaptation and applicability of reverse engineering technology than to develop new

technology. By the term request-driven we understand analyses of existing systems

triggered by explicit requests that aim at reusing solutions implemented in field-tested

systems supported by a predefined analyses catalogue. The selection of appropriate

analyses is strongly goal-driven by the intended usage of the expected results. Explicit

decision making whether or not to execute an analysis is based on the project context.

The main decision criteria are the usefulness of the expected results, the effort to apply a

certain analyses technique, and the appropriateness of the technique. Analyses are only

executed on-demand. Therefore a reasonable usage of available resources (system

experts, reverse engineering experts) is achieved. Usually, a combination of several

analyses has to be selected in order to solve the reverse engineering problem (i.e., to

provide a useful response to the request). Request-driven reverse engineering has two

major phases (see Figure 3, and [KG04]): extraction and analysis, both are based on a

common infrastructure that provides access to analyses tools and visualizes the results:

• The fact extraction phase that exploits artifacts (e.g., fact extraction from source

code is usually done by parsing or pattern matching) and populates the fact base or

repository. Raw data contained in artifacts such as source code, code comments,

configuration files, user documentation, and architectural descriptions is aggregated

in a fact base. Facts about existing systems (e.g., method A calls B, B is a method of

class C) represent low-level information (i.e., classified data with relations among

entities). Since relevant information is often hidden in overcrowded low-level facts,

the analysis phase abstracts and aggregates the data. In short, transformation of data

contained in artifacts into information presented in relevant views.

• The analysis phase identifies the facts relevant to a given request and then abstracts

these facts to the level of abstraction appropriate for their intended users. These

abstractions are packaged into views – the responses – that their intended users can

understand based on their knowledge of the system. The analysis phase explicitly

distinguishes between basic and detailed analysis.

o Basic analysis: Basic analyses are predefined, parameterized, repeatable

analyses that can be applied with reasonable usage of available resources.

Basic analyses transform a set of relevant facts into information visualized

in views. These analyses can be regarded as a standard catalogue which can

be executed directly with only slight adaptation. Examples for such basic

analyses are context analysis of code entities, visualization of class and

inheritance hierarchies, call graphs, compliance checking.

o Detailed analysis: Detailed analyses typically require additional effort for

their application, for extending the analysis infrastructure, for fact

extraction, and often require several iterations and calibration until they

produce adequate results. They aim at getting a deeper understanding of

system aspects, and therefore need more effort and expert involvement.
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Figure 3: Request-driven Reverse Engineering (Fraunhofer ADORE™)

This request-driven reverse engineering was marketed under Fraunhofer ADORE™

(Architecture- and Domain-Oriented Re-Engineering) trademark and had a strong focus

on the migration of existing single systems into a software product line. For basic

analyses, we strongly emphasized the product line engineering focus. We focused on the

selection and combination of reverse engineering technique (e.g., see [Ba04], [KFG07],

[KG04]), the extraction of reusable components (e.g., [GK05], [KM05]), and monitoring

the quality of existing systems (e.g., [GVG04], [Ve05]). For detailed analyses, we often

partnered with other researchers (e.g., [Kn05], [Pi03 ]). Over time, the request-driven

reverse engineering synthesized a set of certain standard analyses that became part of the

Fraunhofer PuLSE™–DSSA, our approach comprising all activities of defining,

documenting, maintaining, improving, and certifying proper implementation of a

(product line) architecture. Eventually, the analyses were realized as part of the

Fraunhofer SAVE (Software Architecture Visualization and Evaluation) tool, which is a

product line for analyzing and optimizing the architecture of implemented systems.

4. Integrated Reverse Engineering

The current stage – integrated reverse engineering – considers reverse engineering as an

underlying activity of software engineering disciplines like architecting, quality

assurance, or product line engineering. In this stage, we use reverse engineering as an

enabling technology. This is also reflected our publications, where we had a shift

towards experience reports about applications in industry. Integrated reverse engineering

became a substantial part of PuLSE™-DSSA. PuLSE™-DSSA is the part of the

Fraunhofer PuLSE™ approach [Ba99a] that focuses on the definition and development

of product lines architectures. The main underlying concepts of the PuLSE-DSSA
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method are (see Figure 4) are scenario-based, incremental development with

successively prioritized requirements and view-based documentation to support the

communication of different stakeholders. Reverse engineering activities are directly

integrated into the architecting process regularly executed. The main process loop of

PuLSE-DSSA consists of four major steps (see Figure 4):

• Planning: The planning step defines the content and delineates the scope of the

current iteration: the selection of a limited set of scenarios, the identification of

relevant stakeholders, as well as the decision whether or not to include an

architecture assessment at the end of the iteration.

• Realization: The realization step selects solutions and makes design decisions in

order to fulfill the requirements. Prototypes may be created to evaluate the

soundness of the solutions, and reverse engineering is either used to analyze the

prototypes or the existing legacy code, COTS components, or peripheral systems.

• Documentation: This step documents architectures by using an organizational-

specific set of architectural views. It relies on standard views as and customizes or

complements them by additional aspects as requested by key stakeholders.

• Assessment: The goal of the optional assessment step is to analyze and evaluate the

resulting architecture with respect to functional and quality requirements and the

achievement of business goals.

The integrated reverse engineering synthesized certain standard analysis like metrics

computation, architecture compliance (e.g., see [Kn06a], [KP07]), ownership analysis

(e.g., [Ga06]), and the visualization of software architectures (e.g., see [KMN06],

[Kn06b]), assessment of reuse potentials in existing systems (e.g., see [Ko06a], [Ko06c],

[YGM06]) or reverse engineering as an quality engineering instrument (e.g., see

[Ko06b],) mostly in a product line context.
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Figure 4: Architecture Creation Process (Fraunhofer PuLSE™–DSSA)
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5. Constructive Reverse Engineering

Our practical experiences in industrial projects show that the reverse engineering part is

usually applied late in the development process (e.g., to conduct architecture compliance

checking, the implementation has to be realized in order to have the counterpart that can

be checked against the specified architecture). The late application of reverse

engineering detects issues, but often there is neither time nor effort left to fix or refactor

them in an adequate manner. The overhead for addressing the issues identified can not

be addressed before the envisioned release dates or market delivery, since the application

was only late in the process. Our vision for constructive reverse engineering aims at

tackling this problem. Hence, constructive reverse engineering starts as early as the

software development begins. System artifacts produced or modified are continuously

reverse engineered and allow giving immediate feedback, as soon as there is a deviation

from the planned or intended specification. The goal constructive reverse engineering is

to prevent system decay and ensure traceability in the software development lifecycle.

At the moment, we are in the transition phase towards constructive reverse engineering,

from our current viewpoint the predominant stage for the upcoming years. We envision

an increasing the frequency in which reverse engineering technologies are applied so that

these analyses run constantly in the background. When issues or deviations are

encountered the developers receive prompt and immediate feedback in real time. This

live feedback allows them to fix issues as soon as they are introduced.

To achieve our vision, we follow the general approach for continuous development and

quality improvement by Deming [De86]. This approach consists of four consecutive

stages: Plan, Do, Check, Act. In the “Plan” stage, the root cause of the problem is

determined and then a change or a test aimed at improvement is planned. This change or

test is then carried out during the “Do” stage. In the “Check” stage, it is then checked

whether the desired result was achieved, what or if anything went wrong, and what was

learned. Finally, in the “Act” stage, the change is adopted if the desired result was

achieved. If the result was not as desired, however, the cycle is repeated using

knowledge obtained from the previous cycle. The challenges for constructive reverse

engineering are thereby to adapt mature analyses techniques to this new way of applying

them. The computation has to be fast, since we want to provide feedback about reverse

engineering results in real-time. The analyses have to be robust against incomplete

(sometimes even not compiling) source code, being currently under development. Our

vision for constructive reverse engineering is to make it an integral part of forward

engineering development environments. Adopting the Plan-Do-Act-Check paradigm the

constructive reverse engineering results in the following four phases:

• Plan: This phase decides and, if necessary, refines the rules, the specifications or

thresholds values for analyses to which the software system under development

should comply. The step is repeated in each increment of the development, but once

the rules matured, it will only consist of short reviews and minor adaptations.

• Do: The do-phase is then the construction of the solutions, in other words, the

developers implement the system or they modify other system artifacts.
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• Check: The check phase is conducted continuously, constantly and concurrently to

the do-phase and analyzes the modification made in the do-phase.

• Act: The continuously checking enables immediate action in the act phase, which is

only entered in case deviations from the plan were detected.

Following this instantiation of the Plan-Do-Check-Act paradigm, reverse engineering

has a direct impact on the construction of the software systems. Our vision is to establish

an evolution control center that provides continuous, customizable, tool-supported and

integrated measurement, assessment and controlling based on reverse engineering. One

step further, decision support and recommendations how to countersteer certain

development trends or the identification of recurring problems could complement such

an evolution control center. We currently investigate in research projects to which

degree our vision can become reality. First results integrating architecture compliance

checking into the development of software system are promising (e.g., [Mi04],

[RKK07]). Recently, we investigated the impact of continuous analyses in a controlled

experiment with students of the Technical University of Kaiserslautern, where we

monitored the implementation of components for a period of five weeks. The student

developers were split into two groups (one with continuous architecture compliance

checking support and the other without). We could show that the supported group had

constantly 60% less architectural violations in the implementation of their components

[RKK07].

6 Summary

In this paper we present a retrospective review of reverse engineering at Fraunhofer

IESE. Since the institute’s foundation, our view on and the way how we applied reverse

engineering evolved in four stages: classical, request-driven, integrated, and constructive

(the latter is still in an early stage). We described the motivation for the transitions form

one stage to the other, and give an overview on representative work in this field. The

vision of constructive reverse engineering sketches the outlook on our future work.

Currently, we aim at achieving this vision and the first positive results make us confident

that this is the right direction to go for us, as an applied research institute.
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